We consider the Cauchy problem for the nonlinear Schrödinger equation on the whole space. After introducing a weaker concept of finite speed of propagation, we show that the concatenation of initial data gives rise to solutions whose time of existence increases as one translates one of the initial data. Moreover, we show that, given global decaying solutions with initial data u0, v0, if |y| is large, then the concatenated initial data u0`v0p¨´yq gives rise to globally decaying solutions.
Introduction
In this work, we consider the classical nonlinear Schrödinger equation in R d ,
where λ P R and 0 ă σ ă 4{pd´2q`. The initial value problem for u 0 P H 1 pR d q is locally well-posed (see, for example, the monograph [4] ; also [7] and [8] ). If the corresponding solution is defined for all positive times, one says it is global. Otherwise, the maximal time of existence T pu 0 q is finite and the solution blows up at t " T pu 0 q:
}∇uptq} 2 "`8.
The initial value problem for u 0 P H s pR N q, 0 ď s ă 1 can also be considered. Under the hypothesis of H s -subcriticallity, that is, σ ă 4{pd´2sq`, the analogous local well-posedness result holds, with the blow-up alternative lim tÑT pu0q }uptq} H s "`8.
In the critical case σ " 4{pN´2sq, one has the so-called conditional local well-posedness, where the blow-up alternative is replaced by }u} L 8 pp0,T pu0qq,H s q`} u} L γ pp0,T pu0qq,B s ρ,2 q "`8,
for some specific γ and ρ. On the other hand, the proof of local well-posedness for critical cases usually yields a proof of global existence for small data. Notice that we purposely omitted the dependence of the time of existence on s. In fact, using standard persistence arguments, one may prove that the time of existence in H s 1 for u 0 P H s is the same for all 0 ď s 1 ď s. As a consequence, H s -subcritical cases will also have global existence for small data.
There are various situations where one may bound a priori the solution, thus ensuring that it is global. Examples include the global existence in H 1 for the defocusing case λ ă 0 or under the L 2 -subcritical case. On the other hand, in the focusing case λ ą 0 and in the L 2 -(super)critical case, one may prove indirectly the existence of blow-up through a Virial argument (cf. [6] σ`2 }u 0 } σ`2 σ`2˙, t ă T pu 0 q.
Hence, for Epu 0 q ă 0, if T pu 0 q "`8, the quantity }xuptq} 2 would become negative at some point, which is absurd.
The Schrödinger equation has infinite speed of propagation: the information at one point x P R d can influence points at arbitrary distance. This may be seen in the linear equation either by taking as initial condition the Dirac delta or by observing that larger frequencies travel faster. In fact, it has been proven in [9] that the only solution of (NLS) with compact support at two different times is the zero solution. Finite speed of propagation is a useful tool to obtain qualitative results on the dynamics of an equation, the classical example being the wave equation. One of these properties is localization, i.e., to study what happens near a point x P R d , one only needs to look at the backward light cone.
A similar application of finite speed of propagation is the concatenation of initial data: if one takes two compactly supported initial data u 0 , v 0 , then, given v P R d , the solution with initial condition u 0`v0 p¨´yq, |y| large, will behave like the sum of the individual solutions up to a large time T y . Moreover, if the nonlinear effects have already dissipated by time T y , one expects that the solution is global. Results of this type are currently unavailable for the (NLS).
The aim of this work is to give a weaker notion of speed of propagation and use it to obtain concatenation results for the (NLS). Finite speed of disturbance is an estimate for the amount of information that appears in some observation set, taking into account the distance between that set and the initial support. The notion will be introduced in Section 2.
We now state the main result of this paper. Since global existence in the L 2 -subcritical case is already known for any initial data, we focus on the L 2 -(super)critical case σ ě 4{d. In what follows, NLSpu 0 q will denote the maximal solution of (NLS) with initial condition u 0 . Given any time interval I, we set
and, for q " 4pσ`2q{σd,
Define the set of global decaying solutions with bounded Strichartz norms (up to order one) as
As proven in [4, Theorem 6.2.1], there exists δ ą 0 such that
Theorem 1 (Concatenation of initial data). Set σ " 4{d or σ ě mint1, 4{du. Given initial data u 0 , v 0 P H 1 , a fixed time T ă T pu 0 q, T pv 0 q and ǫ ą 0, there exists D T ą 0 such that, for any w 0 P H 1 small enough, T pu 0`v0 p¨´yq`w 0 q ą T, |y| ą D T and, taking s such that σ " 4{pd´2sq,
Moreover, if u 0 , v 0 P GD, there exists D 8 ą 0 such that u 0`v0 p¨´yq`w 0 P GD, |y| ą D 8 , and
Remark 1. The value of D 8 depends on the global bound M for NLSpu 0 q and NLSpv 0 q, on the size of the tails of u 0 and v 0 , and also on the time T for which
Remark 2. Independently of the spatial dimension, the result is always true for σ " 4{d. In the supercritical case, one could try to prove the concatenation result with similar arguments to those of [4, Theorem 6.2.1]. However, the information given by the finite speed of disturbance concerns the solution itself and not its derivatives. As a consequence, one must try to prove global well-posedness by using as little derivatives as possible. This is achieved over the critical space H s , with σ " 4{pd´2sq and s ą 0. To estimate properly the interaction between the two solutions in Besov spaces, we require that σ ě 1. It is important to notice that the second part of Theorem 1 can be iterated: one starts with two global solutions with linear decay and builds a new global solution with linear decay. Moreover, the L 2 and H 1 norms of the new initial data is the sum of the corresponding norms of the given data. As a consequence, one obtains
Our result indicates that blow-up behaviour is necessarily connected with how much localized is the initial data: if the initial data is made up of small H 1 pieces, sufficiently spread out in space, the corresponding solution is global. On the other hand, we point out that the Virial blowup argument is also connected with the localization of the initial data, through both variance and energy. Though far from concrete, an underlying necessary and sufficient condition for blow-up becomes apparent.
Remark 4. The question of concatenation of global solutions with no decay properties is not a trivial matter: assume that Theorem 1 is applicable to global solutions without decay properties. If one could choose v 0 " 0 and u 0 " Q, where Q is the ground-state of (NLS), then the perturbed concatenation u 0`v0 p¨´yq`w 0 " Q`w 0 would give rise to solutions whose time of existence goes to infinity as |y| Ñ 8. Therefore the solution with initial data Q`w 0 would be global for any w 0 P H 1 small enough. However, this contradicts the known instability result of ground-states of [1] .
Notation. L
p norms over all of R d is be denoted by }¨} p . Moreover, if the domain of integration is R d , we will often ommit it. We define B R p0q " tx P R d : |x| ă Ru. Finally, distpA, Bq is the distance between the sets A and B.
Finite speed of disturbance
Let us start with the linear equation
Integrating this differential inequality,
since the L 2 norm of the gradient is preserved by (LS). Now take two disjoint smooth open sets A, B Ă R d and take φ P W 1,8 such that
In the special case where φu 0 " 0, one has
and so one obtains the finite speed of disturbance for the (LS):
This inequality tells us that, even though information may travel at any speed, the amount of information that reaches some set B grows (at most) linearly in time, with growth factor inversely proportional to the distance between the source of the information and the observation set. In another way, even though the higher frequencies travel faster, they carry a controlled amount of mass.
For any ǫ ą 0, if γptq " γt, γ " 2}∇u 0 } 2 {ǫ, we see that
This means that most of the total mass lies inside a specific cone of light, with speed given by the initial kinetic energy.
Remark 6. Suppose that B is such that, for some unit vector
Using the Galilean invariance
one has, for any set C with distpA, Cq ą 0,
For each fixed t ą 0, take C " B`bvt. One then arrives at a more general estimate for the speed of disturbance
{2 , b ą 0.
Notice that, taking both b, t Ñ 8, one has the trivial bound }uptq} L 2 pBq ď }u 0 } 2 .
In the (NLS) case, analogous computations yield
Choosing φ as in the linear case, one has
in the general case and, if supp u 0 Ă A, one obtains the finite speed of disturbance for the (NLS)
In this case, we see that, as long as u remains bounded in H 1 , the solution will have finite speed of disturbance and the previous considerations are still valid. Another useful estimate can be obtained from (2.2): using Gagliardo-Nirenberg's inequality,
. Remark 7. An estimate similar to (2.2) has been used in [10] to understand the interference between solitons centered at distant points and build multi-soliton solutions in the L 2 -subcritical case. Another instance of such an estimate has also been used in [5] to show asymptotic completeness in H 1 of the defocusing (NLS).
Remark 8. Consider the defocusing case λ ă 0 in the L 2 -critical case. As it is well-known, given any initial data u 0 P H 1 pR d q X L 2 p|x| 2 dxq ": Σ, the corresponding solution u " NLSpu 0 q scatters to a linear solution, i.e., there exists a unique u`P Σ such that
Thus one may define the forward scattering operator as the mapping u 0 Þ Ñ u`. We observe that the simple application of finite speed of disturbance can lead to an estimate for the scattering operator. In fact, using the lens transform (see [3] ), if v is the solution of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation with an harmonic potential
then the Fourier transform pu`q^of u`is precisely vpπ{2q (this has been observed in [11] ). This equation also enjoys finite speed of disturbance:
Moreover, by conservation of energy, one has
Thus, taking t " π{2, one obtains
In particular, the localization of the initial data on the physical side implies a localization of the scattering state u`on the frequency side.
Remark 9. Finite speed of perturbation, being a weaker version of the classical finite speed of propagation, can be observed in a larger number of equations. In particular, it would be interesting to study this concept for other dispersive PDE's for which one has infinite speed of propagation, such as the Korteweg-de-Vries equation.
Proof of the main result
Proof of Theorem 1 for σ " 4{d.
Step 1. Before we proceed, we make a number of simplifications using the symmetries of the (NLS). First, we may consider y " 2De 1 , where e 1 P R d is the first element of the canonic basis of R d . Moreover, due to the translation invariance, we may prove the result for the initial data u 0 p¨`y{2q`v 0 p¨´y{2q " u 0 p¨`De 1 q`v 0 p¨´De 1 q. In what follows, δpDq will denote a decreasing function such that
Set u " NLSpu 0 p¨`De 1 qq, v " NLSpv 0 p¨´De 1and consider the initial value problem iw t`∆ w`|u`v`w| σ pu`v`wq´|u| σ u´|v| σ v " 0, wp0q " w 0 P H 1 .
Notice that
NLSpu 0 p¨`De 1 q`v 0 p¨´De 1 q`w 0 q " u`v`w for as long as any three solutions exist. As a consequence, the local existence of w as a L 2 -solution is a trivial matter.
Step 2. Since T ă T pu 0 q, T pv 0 q, there exists M ą 0 such that
One has
We write B`" tx P R d : x 1 ą 0u and B´" tx P R d : x 1 ă 0u. The idea is that, due to (3.1), u is small over B`and v is small over B´.
Setting ρ " pσ`2q{pσ`1q,
We estimate I 1 : we use (2.3) on the first term and the uniform bound (3.2),
The same reasoning can be applied to I 2 , which implies that }|u| σ v} L ρ ă δpDq. Analogously, we also have }|v| σ u} L ρ À δpDq. We apply Strichartz estimates to the Duhamel formula for w on a fixed interval p0, tq:
We choose T 0 such that
so that }w} S 0 p0,tq À }w 0 } 2`δ pDq`}w} σ`1 S 0 p0,tq , t ă T 0 . A standard obstruction argument then implies that there exists η ą 0 small such that, if
then w exists (as an L 2 solution) up to time T 0 and }wpT 0 q} 2 ă 2η 1 . This process may be iterated as long as the L 2 norm of w remains below η. Thus, for sufficiently small }w 0 } 2 and large D, one guarantees that w exists up to time T and that
This concludes the proof of the first part of Theorem 1.
Step 3. For the second part of the Theorem, fix δ ą 0 small and choose T large enough such that }u} S 0 pT,8q , }v} S 0 pT,8q ď δ.
Applying the first part of the Theorem, for D T large, w is defined up to time T with }w} S 0 p0,T q ď δ.
Recalling that ρ " pσ`2q{pσ`1q, one easily checks that
T˚be the maximal time of existence of w. Applying Strichartz estimates to the Duhamel formula wptq " Spt´T qwpT q´iλ
with T ă t ă T˚, one has
S 0 pT,tq , T ă t ă T˚, which, for δ sufficiently small, implies that }w} S 0 pT,tq ă ǫ, T ă t ă T˚.
The blow-up alternative (on L
2 ) now implies that T˚" 8 and that }w} S 0 p0,8q ă ǫ. Moreover, since the initial data is in H 1 , by persistence of regularity, w is globally defined in H 1 .
The remainder of this section will focus on the proof of Theorem 1 for the supercritical case. To that end, we shall work on H s , with σ " 4{pd´2sq. An admissible pair of particular importance is
Recall that the Besov space B s ρ,2 may be endowed with the norm
:" }u}
Lemma 3. One has
Proof. The second injection is a direct consequence of Sobolev's injection. For the first, we take u P C À }u}
As in the first step of the proof of Theorem 1 in the critical case, from now on, δpDq will denoted a decreasing function of D such that δpDq Ñ 0 as D Ñ 8.
It is easy to check, using Hölder's inequality, that
Once again, write
We set 0 ă a, b ă 1 such that
We treat I 1 as follows: setting C˘" B˘`B 1 p0q and recalling that
For the first term, take a smooth cut-off function φ with φ " 1 over C`and φ " 0 over A´. Then, from Gagliardo-Nirenberg and finite speed of disturbance,
For the second term, taking ǫ ą 0 small, for |y| ă 1,
δpDqp1`Bptq σ`1 q and so
For the I 3 term,
As for the I 1 term, this implies }I 3 } L γ 1 p0,T q À δpDq. The estimates for I 2 and I 4 are analogous. Thus }N pu, vq} L γ 1 pp0,T q, 9
Proof of Theorem 1 for σ ą 4{d. We follow closely the proof of the L 2 -critical case σ " 4{d. Set y " 2De 1 , u " NLSpu 0 p¨`y{2qq and v " NLSpv 0 p¨´y{2qq. Once again, consider the initial value problem
Applying Strichartz estimates on the Duhamel formula for w on a time interval 0 ă t ă T ,
where N pu, vq is defined as in (3.3). It follows from Lemmata 3 and 4 that
Choose T 0 such that
S s p0,tq . An obstruction argument now implies that, if
then w exists (as an H s solution) up to time T 0 and }wpT 0 q} H s ă 2η 1 . For small enough }w 0 } H s and D large, the process can be iterated so that w is defined on r0, T s and }w} S s p0,T q ă ǫ. The proof of the global existence is completely analogous to the proof for the critical case.
Further comments
Consider the weakly coupled nonlinear Schrödinger system
where k ij P R and 1 ď p ă 2{pd´2q`. Using the standard techniques available for the (NLS), one may show that the initial value problem is locally well-posed for u 0 , v 0 P H s pR d q if p ă 2{pd´2sqà nd is conditionally locally well-posed if p " 2{pd´2sq`. We set T pu 0 , v 0 q as the maximal time of existence of the solution with initial conditions u 0 , v 0 and write pu, vq " p2 NLSqpu 0 , v 0 q. Finally, write GD 2 " pu 0 , v 0 q P pH 1 pR d2 : T pu 0 , v 0 q " 8, }p2 NLSqpu 0 , v 0 q} pS 1 p0,8qq 2 ă 8 ( .
It is easy to check that (2-NLS) has finite speed of disturbance for each component: if u 0 has compact support and B is a set such that distpsupp u 0 , Bq ą 0, then }uptq} L 2 pBq ď 2 sup sPr0,ts }∇upsq} 2 distpsupp u 0 , Bq t.
The same is valid for v. Consequently, one may prove the analogous concatenation result:
Proposition 5. Set p " 2{d or p ě 2. Given two initial data u 0 , v 0 P pH 1 pR d2 , a fixed time T ă T pu 0 q, T pv 0 q and ǫ ą 0, there exists D T ą 0 such that, for w 0 P pH 1 pR d2 sufficiently small T pu 0`v0 p¨´yq`w 0 q ą T, |y| ą D T and, taking s such that p ě 2{pd´2sq, }p2 NLSqpu 0`v0 p¨´yq`w 0 q´p2 NLSqpu 0 q´p2 NLSqpv 0 p¨´yqq} pS s p0,T2 ă ǫ.
Moreover, if u 0 , v 0 P GD, there exists D 8 ą 0 such that u 0`v0 p¨´yq P GD, |y| ą D 8 , and }p2 NLSqpu 0`v0 p¨´yq`w 0 q´p2 NLSqpu 0 q´p2 NLSqpv 0 p¨´yqq} pS s p0,8qq 2 ă ǫ.
When k 11 , k 22 ă 0, any initial data of the form u 0 " pu 0 , 0q or v 0 " p0, v 0 q, with u 0 , v 0 P H 1 pR d q X L 2 p|x| 2 dxq, is in GD 2 : the system (2-NLS) is reduced to a defocusing (NLS) and the solutions are global and present linear decay. As a consequence, we have Corollary 6. Set p " 2{d or p ě 2. Moreover, suppose that k 11 , k 22 ă 0. Given u 0 , v 0 P H 1 pR d q X L 2 p|x| 2 dxq, there exists D 8 such that pu 0 , v 0 p¨´yqq P GD 2 , for any |y| ą D 8 .
Thus blow-up behaviour can only appear if the initial supports of the two components are sufficiently close to each other. We recall that, if k 12 ą 0 is large, blow-up behavior is possible, by the usual Virial argument.
